
You’ve turned chaos into calm. Now — how do you make
sure it stays that way? 
 
Hopefully you’ve already picked up a few ideas by
doing this challenge. You’ve probably gained a good
understanding of how the clutter built up in the first
place and you’ve hopefully added a few organisational
tweaks to your home to help combat this.
 
The whole point of the challenge has been to make your
life a little more calm — to give you more time to enjoy
the things that matter. You want it to stay this way, so
you have to find a way to do this effortlessly. Because if
it’s too hard you’ll slip back into old habits.
 
The key is to create new habits. Here's how ... 
 
4 steps to creating good habits
 
Habits are behaviours we repeat, often subconsciously.
You can probably think of a few ‘bad’ habits and you
know how hard they are to break. But how do you
create good habits? Here are the four steps…
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Make a time to do it
 
To form a habit you first need a cue — something to
remind you or trigger you to perform the behaviour.
This could be a regular time or event in your day or
week. For example: if you want to get into the habit of
making your bed each day, you need to have a set time
to do this — maybe as soon as you get up (or maybe
after your shower or coffee!). This is your ‘cue’. 
 
Know your motivation
 
It won’t be easy to perform a task — with the hope of
developing it into a habit — if you’re not motivated.
Your motivation here, in the bed-making example, is
that you want to keep your home calm and clutter-free.
 
Carry out the behaviour
 
The next step is to actually do the behaviour. So, for the
sake of this example, you make your bed.
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step 2

step 1

step 3



Make your bed.
Clear your kitchen bench and bathroom vanity top.
Deal with mail immediately.
Put keys/phone in the same place every day.
Fold laundry straight away.
Put shoes away.

Feel rewarded
 
To help reinforce the behaviour, you need to associate
it with a reward. We’re more likely to repeat behaviour
if we’re seeking out reward.
 
In this example, when you’ve made your bed step back
to appreciate how good your bed and bedroom look.
Congratulate yourself on achieving something today.
Do this each day until it becomes second nature. It
takes a while for a behaviour to turn into a habit but
once it does, you’ll be happy you persevered.
 
 
6 ‘good’ daily habits to create
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step 5

bonus


